
  

 

         
PLANNING FOR 2018: 

SOME OBSERVATIONS      

ABSTRACT 
In these transformative times for the 
investment management industry, what 
are the mega-trends? I focus on one such 
accelerating development: the increasing 
use of asset allocation ‘solutions’ among 
wealth managers and mutual fund 
distributors. This impacts: actively-
managed fund demand and retention; 
liquidity management; new product 
innovation; share class pricing 
considerations; firm profitability; and 
more.  
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Looking Back, Looking Ahead:  

U.S. Mutual Fund Industry Key Developments, December 2017 

 
This past year was an important period for the transformative changes within the investment management 
industry. We have witnessed extraordinary stock market appreciation across the globe, triggering rising flows 
into investment funds vehicles (mutual funds, ETFs, UCITs, etc.) nearing $2 trillion worldwide. A few years ago I 
forecasted that the global mutual fund industry AUMs may reach $100 trillion by 2030, but recent accelerated 
growth suggests this milestone may be eclipsed earlier.  
 
Yet, investment managers’ participation in the industry’s organic growth remains highly concentrated, with 
very high portion of net inflows captured by managers of passive vehicles, as well as by a small number of 
high-promise actively-managed bond and equity funds. Amplified in the U.S., but evidenced elsewhere, the 
march towards low-fee passive strategies is helped by the growing emphasis -- among wealth managers and 
distribution platforms -- on asset allocation solutions (e.g., wrapped funds/ETFs, or standalone funds with 
balanced strategies including target-date funds). Indeed, such ‘solutions’ now account for 80-90% of US 
mutual fund purchases (by investors served by financial advisors). As 2017 winds down, and in your planning 
for 2018, I share below a number of observations. 

 
Rising Bar of Performance Excellence for Actively-Managed Funds 

1. To provide a wrapped asset allocation solution, financial advisors increasingly are combining 
(excellent) actively-managed funds together with (cap-weighted) index funds and ETFs, 
‘smart beta’ funds, and more (‘smart beta’ ETFs/funds 2017 US net inflows exceeded $30 
billion and could grow significantly in 2018) 

2. More financial advisors (FAs) are becoming product agnostic and consider actively-managed 
funds only if they offer highest past-performance ranking – such as top decile/quintile trailing 
returns (three-year returns relative to peers remains a key screen). The debate about the 
predictive value of lookback ranking continues (an interesting innovation is offered in Europe 
by SharingAlpha.com) 

3. Once a fund loses its top ratings, FAs and funds’ selectors are quicker (than observed 
historically) to remove it from the recommended ‘select list’ – or to redeem it if used within 
existing asset-allocation-based portfolio (especially in discretionary accounts) 
 

Lowering Total Costs Inside the ‘Wrapper’ 
4. FAs and fund selectors are focusing on mutual fund share classes with the lowest total costs. 

Low-fee share classes (no Rule 12b-1 fees, some without TA fees) account for an increasing 
share of new purchases (over 80% of new mutual fund sales by FAs today are of such share 
classes). In parallel, the ‘race-to-zero’ fees among core ETFs accelerated in 2017 

5. ‘Fee-for service’ controls the great majority of FA compensation from mutual funds’ sales 
today (likely over 85%). Point-of-sales commissions account for a low single-digit share of 
new sales for the majority of fund management companies. Such proportions continue to 
decline (the data shows that in mutual fund distribution, point-of-sales commissions – one of 
the key rational for the DOL Fiduciary Rule -- are nearly extinct today) 

6. DOL Fiduciary Rule: the future of the Rule is unclear. Yet the preparations towards Rule 
implementation have influenced the fund industry in ways that are irreversible (in particular 
the shifts towards lowest-fees fund share classes). Thus the path towards adoption of ‘clean’ 
share classes is likely to continue. (Pondering: is it likely the SEC – in coming years – moves to 
introduce principle-based Fiduciary standards? Once introduced, this may lower regulatory 
burdens, whose costs are paid ultimately by investors) 

7. Anticipating a ‘clean’ share class future: who’ll pay for distribution-platform costs? If no 
‘cost/revenue-sharing’ mechanism exists, would investment firms pay for such out of their 
profits? How likely is it that (powerful, concentrated) distribution platforms absorb such 
significant costs? How a new cost-sharing equilibrium is set in a ‘managed architecture’ 
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environment with significantly shorter list of fund managers included in distributors’ 
preferred lists? Will investors ultimately pay for such costs directly, through additional 
platform fees for funds/ETFs administered on this platform? (Such payments by investors do 
not have the cost benefits of ‘mutualization,’ or Rule 12b-1 fee tax-benefits…) 

  
Rebalancing Out of Equities Explains High Demand for Bond Funds 

8. As global stock markets inch higher, investors and their advisors are rebalancing, replacing 
some stock fund allocations with bond fund allocations (this may explain 2017 large inflows to 
bond funds, which continue despite expectations of a 1%+ increase in US interest rate within 
the next 12-18 months…) 

9. Other implications of spiking stock prices: less interest in ‘alt’ strategies with lower return / 
non-correlated risk (many such funds experienced redemptions in 2017, and numerous sub-
scale ‘alt’ funds were liquidated) 

10. … And a greater interest in low-fee index strategies which are not ‘market cap-weighted’ 
(away from index funds biased by the most expensive stocks); such factor/’smart beta’ 
ETFs/funds attracted near $30 billion inflows in 2017 

 
New Sales vs. Net Flows: Stock and Bond Funds 

11. New sales (as opposed to ‘net flows’): the shift to asset allocation mindsets buffers the 
tendency for stock market euphoria. in 2017, as in prior years, ICI’s data suggests that each 
month about two-thirds of new sales of mutual funds continue to be deposited into stock 
funds (active and passive) while the balance went to bond funds (ICI’s new sales data does 
not include ETFs). (Redemptions out of some funds and into other funds account from the 
majority of these circulatory ‘new sales’)  

 
Actively-Managed Funds New Sales: Stock and Bond Funds 

12. Actively managed funds continue to account for the great majority of our industry’s new sales 
(different than net flows which equal sales minus redemptions). Based on ICI’s data, in 2016, 
actively managed funds accounted for 81% of industry’s aggregated new sales (ETFs are not 
included in this statistics – clearly adding such would amplify the share of indexed, low cost 
strategies.) I believe that 2017 sales proportions of actively-managed funds were only 
modestly lower. A relatively small number of high-ranking funds accounted for the majority of 
actively-managed funds’ new sales 

13. The highest share of industry new sales of active funds was experienced among global equity 
funds (over 90% in 2016, somewhat lower in 2017), followed by bond funds (large cap equity 
funds experience the lowest share due to substitution by core index funds/ETFs within 
wrapped asset allocations and elsewhere)  
 

Fund Launches / Liquidations: Strategic ‘Investing in The Future’ / Tactical Cost Management 
14. The industry witnesses slowing introductions of new actively-managed funds, selective 

introductions of ETFs (many factor-based), and faster liquidations of aging or sub-scale young 
funds. I expect such acceleration of fund line rationalization/fund closures to continue, as 
fund management companies (and their board of directors) remain focused on fund line 
reviews for further closures of small, expensive, and under-performing funds  

 
Known Unknown: Cybersecurity 

15. Top-of-mind concern: What is your plan for the ‘what-if?’ Client communication protocols, 
regulatory reporting and audit trails; SEC’s data security and reporting obligations; and more 

  
‘A 99% Solution to 1% Problem?’ Liquidity Risk Management Rule 

16. Asset allocation and liquidity management: investors owning an asset allocation solution 
observe NAV changes of the ‘entire’ portfolio (not a single fund’s NAV decline) during volatile 
days. Thus they are less likely to redeem defensively (I authored numerous studies on actual 
patterns of redemptions during market stress; one is posted on AviNachmany.com)  
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17. The SEC extended recently the Liquidity Rule data reporting deadline; this extension offers a 
more realistic timeline for successful, well-tested implementation (requiring: staging, includes 
vendor’s assessment; vendor selection and board approvals over 2-3 meetings; 
implementations [subject to vendor’s long queue…] with many months of testing…). A related 
concern: if the industry becomes dependent on one dominant third-party vendor for 
liquidity-related data, security concentration-risk may increase (and liquidity decreases during 
volatile periods) due to the increasing uniformity of classifications related to liquidity  

18. A key factor on liquidity risk management and planning is ‘concentration-risk:’ how diverse, 
heterogeneous are fund’s shareholders (vs. higher concentration of AUMs by a few, 
homogenous institutional shareholders or platform ‘selectors’, thus potentially more 
harmonized decisions to redeem). Fund managers regularly monitor pockets of higher 
concentrations (especially in discretionary accounts), and anticipate/plan (at times 
collaboratively with the platform administrator) for the possibility of rapid liquidations in such 
positions. Some managers already share such ‘concentration’ reports – and their liquidity 
management contingencies - with their fund boards  

19. Looking to 2019, beyond: a principle-based rule to guide liquidity risk management is 
preferable to a prescriptive-based rule. Can the postponement of the SEC Rule data reporting  
date open a window for further modifications along these lines? (interestingly, Germany’s 
securities regulator BaFin just introduced principled-based guidelines for liquidity stress test).  
In my view, SEC Rule is ‘a 99% solution to a 1% problem.’ Naturally, management companies 
recognize the necessity of planning for the rare periods of extreme market liquidity stress; 
does Rule current prescriptions offer a reassuring path? 

 
Planning for 2025  

20. Planning for the next 5-10 years: as the industry matures and is going through transformative 
changes, more boards may be interested to learn what is the investment manager’s strategy 
for AUM growth, profitability and talent retention, and related strategic issues, such as: 

• What distribution and investment opportunities exist beyond the US? How can the 
investment manager increase AUM (and retain its profitability)? Should it expand its 
investment vehicle range, or distribution footprints? How will it protect its talent’s depth and 
range? How can it use extra profits from surging stock prices to re-invest strategically? 

• Our inaugural mutual fund research report (1986) was titled, ‘Mutual Funds: Investing In The 
Future.” This motto persists today, as global wealth creation expands to the emerging world. 
Yet the challenges of growth, in a maturing US fund industry, remain significant. 

  
About Avi Nachmany (Read more: AviNachmany.com) 
I have been an independent consultant over the past two years, following 30 years of 
providing thought leadership to the mutual fund industry as the co-founder and research 
director of Strategic Insight. I continue to offer an industry perspective (in conferences, 
educational discussions with fund boards, and elsewhere) in the areas of distribution, pricing, 
and fee trends; product evolution; compliance, and strategy. I’m available to expand on the 
themes covered above, if requested.  

 
I am also looking to join a mutual fund board, where my experience and knowledge is 
complementary to that of other fund trustees. (My resume: HERE) 
 
Selected research studies on AviNachmany.com: 

• A Perspective on Mutual Fund Share Class Developments 
• Key Forces Shaping the U.S. Mutual Fund Industry 2017 (PowerPoint presentation) 
• Looking Back, Looking Forward 
• Mutual Funds and Systemic Risk: The Reassuring Lessons of Stability Amid Past Periods of 

High Financial Markets Volatility (submitted to the SEC)  
 

Avi Nachmany, New York City, December 2017 


